Forest inventory sensitivity to UAS-based image processing algorithms
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Abstract. Frequent and accurate estimation of forest structure parameters, such as number of trees per hectare or total height, are mandatory for sustainable forest management. Unmanned aircraft system (UAS) equipped with inexpensive sensors can be used to monitor and measure forest structure. The detailed information provided by the UAS allows tree level forest inventory. However, tree identification depends on a variety of parameters defining the image processing and tree segmentation algorithms. The objective of our study was to identify parameter combinations that accurately delineated trees and their heights. We evaluated the impact of different tree segmentation and point cloud generation algorithms on forest inventory from imagery collected with a UAS over a mature Douglas-fir plantation forest. We processed the images with two commonly used commercial software packages, Agisoft PhotoScan and Pix4Dmapper, both implementing image processing algorithms called Structure from Motion. For each software we generated photogrammetric point clouds by varying the parameters defining the implementation. We segmented individual trees and heights using three tree algorithms: Variable Window Filter, Graph-Theoretical, and Watershed Segmentation. We assessed the impact of image processing algorithms on forest inventory by comparing the estimated trees with trees manually identified from the point clouds. We found that the type of tree segmentation and image processing algorithms have a significant effect in accurately identifying trees. For tree height estimation, we found strong evidence that image processing algorithms had significant effects, whereas tree segmentation algorithms did not significantly affect tree height estimation. These findings may be of interest to others that are using high-resolution spatial imagery to estimate forest inventory parameters.
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Introduction

Field measurements required for accurate forest inventory assessments are expensive and time consuming to collect on the ground. Furthermore, the information acquired during stand cruising is rarely used in subsequent inventories. Remote sensing inventories are generally less expensive and provide parameters of the population rather than statistical samples, and are commonly used in following resource assessments. Among vehicles that can capture remotely sensed data, small unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) are relatively inexpensive (< $2000 USD) and can be an alternative to field measurements for forest structure estimation (Wing et al. 2014, Wallace et al. 2016, Sankey et al. 2017, Torresan et al. 2017). A UAS is defined as the associated components of an aircraft that is intended to operate with no pilot on board (ICAO 2011). Various sensors, such as Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), multispectral, hyperspectral, and visible-light (RGB), sometimes called optical, cameras can be mounted on UAS. The relatively affordable cost of small UAS platforms and growing availability of image processing software makes UAS a competitive and powerful alternative for smaller land areas (<500 ha) when compared to the more expensive airborne or spaceborne data. Furthermore, satellite or manned aircraft data usually have limited spatial resolution (Abdollahnejad et al. 2018) and sometimes temporal resolution compared to the UAS data. Thus, satellite and manned aircraft data may not be effective and efficient for frequent forest structure estimation that requires high spatial and temporal resolution. Although UAS are generally not as efficient for large areas as manned aircraft or spaceborne surveys, they are capable of collecting remotely sensed data from forests with greater spatial and temporal resolution. In addition, open source and commercial flight control applications of UAS continue to improve and make UAS more functional and reliable (Paneque-Gálvez et al. 2014, Messinger et al. 2016).

Frequent and accurate estimation of forest structure parameters, such as number of trees and tree height is fundamental in sustainable forest management. In addition, these parameters are critical in determining land value and productivity. A growing number of studies have assessed the potential application of aerial photographs in forest inventory (Wallace et al. 2016, Ota et al. 2017), including biomass (Ota et al. 2015, Kachamba et al. 2016) and carbon (Messinger et al. 2016). Optical imagery (RGB) can be defined as imagery data consisting of red, green, and blue wavelengths visible to the human eye. With advancements in computer vision and photogrammetry called Structure from Motion (SFM), aerial photographs now can be processed into high density photogrammetric point clouds (Snively et al. 2008). SFM can serve as a low-cost alternative to LiDAR by producing photogrammetric point clouds (PPC). PPC can be generated with densities similar to LiDAR (Méndez-Barroso et al. 2018), but at a fraction of the cost with comparable accuracy (Fang & Strimbu 2017).

Structure from Motion (SFM) implemented from UAS imagery has become more common in many fields including forestry (Mlambo et al. 2017). UAS-based canopy height models (CHM) generated from SFM PPCs can be used to estimate tropical forest biomass (Ota et al. 2015). Messinger et al. (2016) found that UAS-based canopy height and carbon density measurements based on SFM algorithm were strongly correlated with LiDAR measurements. In addition, UAS-based photogrammetric point clouds created with SFM have been used to accurately estimate forest structure (Ota et al. 2017, Panagiotidis et al. 2017, Abdollahnejad et al. 2018) such as Pléiades, it is now possible to estimate tree parameters at the individual level with high fidelity. Despite innovative advantages on high-precision satellites, data acquisition is not yet available to the public at a reasonable cost. Although there are
studies that have assessed SFM use in UAS-based photographs to estimate forest structure, the impact of UAS-based image processing algorithms on forest structure estimation has not been formally explored and assessed, especially from algorithmic perspectives.

We evaluated the impact of different UAS-based image processing algorithms and tree segmentation algorithms on forest structure estimation from high resolution imagery collected by a UAS flown over a mature Douglas-fir plantation forest. Our objectives were to examine which combinations led to accurate and reliable tree identification and tree height estimation for forest inventory support. We processed the images with two commonly used commercial software packages, Agisoft PhotoScan and Pix4Dmapper, both implementing image processing algorithms called Structure from Motion (SFM). The parameters within each software package were varied for point cloud generation. For identification of individual trees and their height estimation we used three tree segmentation algorithms: Variable Window Filter (VWF), Graph-Theoretical, and Watershed Segmentation. We assessed the impact of UAS-based image processing algorithms on forest structure estimation by comparing the computed trees with trees manually identified from the 3D point clouds.

Photogrammetric point clouds

Photogrammetric point clouds PPC generated with SFM algorithms have been found to be similar to airborne LiDAR point clouds (Cook 2017, Méndez-Barroso et al. 2018, Roşca et al. 2018). SFM implements bundle adjustment processes to generate 3D texture of a scene or an object based on its overlapping photographs (Snavely et al. 2008). SFM approaches for high resolution UAS imagery are implemented in some software packages including open source (Mlambo et al. 2017, Singh et al. 2018) and commercial software packages, such as Agisoft PhotoScan (Dandois et al. 2015, Zahawi et al. 2015) and Pix4Dmapper (Zhang et al. 2016, Fernández-Guisuraga et al. 2018). Each of these software packages has its own algorithm parameters that define how point clouds are generated.

Agisoft has adjustable algorithm parameters including image alignment, dense point quality, and depth filtering (Agisoft 2018). Image alignment and dense point quality have selectable quality values. Higher quality results in a more detailed and accurate reconstruction of an object but will take longer to process.

Agisoft also has a depth filtering algorithm that will filter outliers as a part of a dense point cloud generation process. In a dense point cloud generation there could be outlier points due to images that are not focused. Wallace et al. (2016) used Agisoft to generate 3D point clouds based on RGB aerial imagery and used high for point cloud quality. Ota et al. (2015, 2017) generated point clouds with medium quality using Agisoft, and in another example, Messinger et al. (2016) used Agisoft with highest, ultra-high, and aggressive as the settings for align photos accuracy, dense cloud quality, and depth filtering respectively.

Pix4D has also been used to generate 3D point clouds from UAS imagery (Zhang et al. 2016, Perroy et al. 2017, Carr & Slyder 2018). Compared to Agisoft, Pix4D has different algorithm parameters including point density, image scale, and minimum number of matches (Pix4Dmapper 2018). The main parameters present in Pix4D are: (i) the point density, which defines the point cloud density, and (ii) the image scale parameter, which controls the image scale in the point cloud generation process, and the minimum number of matches, which defines the minimum number of images that a point should be re-projected in.

Tree segmentation algorithms

Several tree segmentation algorithms have been widely used in forest inventory, such as the Variable Window Filter (VWF) (Popescu &
Wynne 2004), Watershed Segmentation (Goerndt et al. 2010, Edson & Wing 2011), and the Graph-Theoretical (Strîmbu & Strîmbu 2015). VWF uses a moving window to define tree tops in a canopy height model (CHM). The size of the moving window depends on the tree height, which assumes that taller trees have wider crowns. Watershed Segmentation delineates individual tree crowns and estimates tree height (Goerndt et al. 2010, Edson & Wing 2011) by replacing the crown, expressed as a canopy height model, with an inverted basin. The Graph-Theoretical algorithm (Strîmbu & Strîmbu 2015) is implemented in Tree Extraction (TrEx) software, and identifies individual trees by partitioning an oriented weighted graph according to a set of weights defined by stand structure.

Materials and methods

Study area

The study area was a mature Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) forest plantation on private ownership covering 8.5 ha in the Oregon Coast Range near Lincoln City, Oregon, USA (Latitude 44° 52′ N, Longitude 123° 58′ W) (Figure 1). Elevation ranged from 159 m to 243 m above mean sea level with soils in this area generally being marine sandstone or siltstone. Mean tree diameter and height was 21.8 cm and 14.0 m, respectively, with a mean crown width of 4.1 m.

Remotely sensed imagery was collected on 26 April 2016 with a Sony A5100 mounted on a Tarot 650 UAS quadcopter. The UAS flew at 120 m above ground level (AGL) from the takeoff location with 160 images being collected at 80% overlap and sidelong. The images were in raw format and later converted to high-quality jpegs.

Point clouds generation and normalization

Our image processing workflow was designed such that comparisons could be made between algorithm outputs and is described in detail below. We produced 3D point clouds from the images using Structure from Motion (SFM) algorithms implemented in Agisoft
PhotoScan Professional version 1.3.2 (Agisoft 2018) and Pix4Dmapper Pro version 4.2.26 (Pix4Dmapper 2018). Each of these products has two sets of adjustable parameters that we manipulated in the creation of point clouds. Agisoft parameters were image alignment (i.e., high and medium) and dense point quality (i.e., high and medium). Pix4D parameters were image scale (i.e., original and half) and point density (i.e., optimal and low). In addition, there were fixed parameters used in point cloud generation. Fixed parameters for Agisoft were “unchecked” (meaning that this parameter was inactive) generic and reference pre-selection, Key point limit (40,000), Tie point limit (4,000), “checked” (indicating an active parameter) adaptive camera model fitting, and “aggressive” depth filtering. For Pix4D the fixed parameters were “checked” multiscale and minimum number of matches (3). Detailed explanations of Agisoft and Pix4D parameters and workflows are described in Agisoft (2018) and Pix4Dmapper (2018).

Eight (8) parameter combinations (four each from Agisoft and Pix4D) were used to generate point clouds. The point clouds generated in this study contained between 7 and 98 million points (Figure 2). Point clouds were cleaned of errors or outlier points. Error elimination was through investigation of the elevation histogram and visual identification of points significantly above canopy or below ground surface, referred to as pit or bird identification by some. Points identified as erroneous were deleted from the point cloud. The point clouds were normalized (i.e., ground elevation is subtracted from the elevation of each point) using ground profile estimation from a 10 m grid sampling using Quick Terrain Modeler (QTM) 8.07 software (QTM 2018) (Figure 3). The normalization process helped ensure accurate comparisons and was implemented in five stages: (i) lay out a grid of preset cell

Figure 2 Point clouds produced by Agisoft (A) and Pix4D (B)
size over the point cloud, (ii) eliminate points to calculate a minimum elevation surface, (iii) perform outlier rejection and spike removal on the minimum elevation surface, (iv) filter the original points against the minimum elevation surface but keep any points close to the minimum elevation surface, (v) rebuild a new surface from the points resulting from stage (iv).

**Tree segmentation**

Individual trees were automatically delineated from the CHM generated from the normalized point clouds with the three tree segmentation algorithms: Variable Window Filter (VWF), Graph-Theoretical, and Watershed Segmentation. For comparison, trees that were manually segmented served as a comparative ground control to trees that were automatically delineated. Comparative ground control trees inside the sample plots were visually identified based on the normalized point clouds. Since the focus was on dominant and co-dominant trees, these trees were accurately identified by examining the point clouds from different angles.

**Variable Window Filter (VWF)**

The variable window filter (VWF) algorithm (Popeșcu & Wynne 2004) uses a variable moving window to find the tree tops in a given CHM and is implemented in the ForestTools (R Package). The CHM was derived from normalized point clouds using QTM software with a 0.4-meter resolution. The moving window size varies depending on the tree height which assumes taller trees have wider crowns and vice versa. Thus, the linear relationship between height, which is a pixel value in a CHM, and window size needs to be specified in this algorithm. The linear model between height (x) and radius of the moving window (y) was initially specified using a default example from the ForestTools Package in R (i.e., $y = x \cdot 0.05 + 0.6$) (Plowright 2018). In addition, after testing for several height thresholds, two (2) meters was
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selected because excluding CHM cells lower than two meters seemed to produce better results in identifying dominant and co-dominant trees. The two meter height threshold was also intended to prevent the VWF algorithm from detecting bushes and shrubs.

Graph-Theoretical (TrEx software)

The TrEx algorithm identifies individual trees using an oriented weighted graph that is partitioned according to a set of weights defined by stand structure. The input was a grey-level image similar to a CHM generated in QTM software with 0.4 meter resolution. The difference is that Greyscale and Reverse Colors were selected in sequence for the default palettes option. In addition, the applied texture was selected before saving the file as a grey-level image. In TrEx software, after testing for different combinations, the values of the parameters that worked best with the stand structures and data were selected as follows. The settings for level count and level cutoff of 32 and 31, respectively, were selected as part of classification process for Pix4D point clouds. While for point clouds generated with Agisoft, level count and level cutoff were set to 62 and 61, respectively. The next step in TrEx was to create the hierarchies, with an adjacency value of four cells being selected.

TrEx also has adjustable cohesion criteria that determine whether multiple tree crown components are part of the same tree or not. Values chosen for weighted graph that balance the cohesion criteria were 50, 30, 0, 20, and 0 for level degree, node degree, surface, top distance, and centroid distance respectively. For partitioning, the keep best sufficient parent option was selected with threshold equal to 0.9. In addition, common patches to closest tree was selected as the build trees option, and a filter by area value of 10 was used. A detailed explanation of TrEx algorithm parameters and workflow can be found in Strîmbu & Strîmbu (2015).

Watershed Segmentation

Watershed Segmentation is one of three segmentation algorithms that can be used to delineate individual tree crown and estimate tree height (Goerndt et al. 2010, Edson & Wing, 2011). The Watershed Segmentation algorithm is based on hydrological modelling tools implemented in ArcGIS 10.5.1. Tree crowns are identified as individual watersheds based on pixel height and resulting slopes determining the contributing area and the pixels therein that form a common watershed (crown) area. The Watershed Segmentation delineates individual tree crowns and estimates tree height (Goerndt et al. 2010, Edson & Wing 2011) by replacing the tree crowns, expressed as a canopy height model, with inverted basins. The input was a 0.4 meter resolution CHM generated in QTM software based on the normalized 3D point clouds. The CHM was processed into an inverse CHM using the raster calculator tool and used for subsequent processing (Figure 4).

Algorithm assessment

Assessment plots

The quality of the segmentation and the effect of the image processing algorithms on forest structure estimation were assessed by comparing computed trees with actual trees manually identified in nine 0.05 ha plots (Figure 5). Trained analysts used point clouds and orthoimagery to delineate the location and height of all trees within each plot (Table 1). To account for trees that were close to the outside of a plot border, a two meter buffer was added to each plot. The plots were systematically distributed across the study area using a grid sampling method with equal distance between plots set at 80 m. Systematic sampling was used to ensure the representativeness of all spatial and structural variation in the study area.
Statistics for comparison of the algorithms

All comparisons between computed and manually segmented trees were done at plot level. The performance of each algorithm was assessed using eight statistics calculated as a percentage: (1) matched trees - M, (2) omission - O, (3) commission - C, (4) total error of number of trees - TEN, (5) accurate tree height - ATH, (6) underestimation of tree height - UTH, (7) overestimation of tree height - OTH, and (8) total error of tree height - TETH. Omission error is the actual trees not identified by the tree segmentation algorithms. Commission error, also known as false positive, is the additional trees misidentified by the tree segmentation algorithms. Furthermore, computed tree height was considered accurate if the estimation was between ±10 cm from the manual tree height. The eight statistics were calculated based on these following equations:

**Figure 4** Watershed Segmentation work flow in ArcMap

**Figure 5** Sample plots distribution in the study area
Table 1 Number of trees and tree height within study plots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plot</th>
<th>Number of trees</th>
<th>Mean tree height (meter)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>6.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>5.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>7.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>6.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>6.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>6.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>6.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>7.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ O = \frac{\text{Algorithm Omission}}{\text{MNT}} \cdot 100 \]  
(1)

\[ C = \frac{\text{Algorithm Commission}}{\text{MNT}} \cdot 100 \]  
(2)

\[ \text{TEN} = \frac{\text{Algorithm Omission} + \text{Algorithm Commission}}{\text{MNT}} \cdot 100 \]  
(3)

\[ M = 1 - \left( \frac{\text{Algorithm Omission} + \text{Algorithm Commission}}{\text{MNT}} \right) \cdot 100 \]  
(4)

\[ \text{UTH} = \frac{\text{Algorithm Underestimation of Tree Height}}{\text{MTH}} \cdot 100 \]  
(5)

\[ \text{OTH} = \frac{\text{Algorithm Overestimation of Tree Height}}{\text{MTH}} \cdot 100 \]  
(6)

\[ \text{TETH} = \left( \frac{\text{Algorithm Underestimation} + \text{Overestimation of Tree Height}}{\text{MTH}} \right) \cdot 100 \]  
(7)

\[ \text{ATH} = \left( 1 - \left( \frac{\text{Algorithm Underestimation} + \text{Overestimation of Tree Height}}{\text{MTH}} \right) \right) \cdot 100 \]  
(8)

where: \( \text{MNT} \) - Manual Number of Trees, \( \text{MTH} \) - Manual Tree Height.

Statistical analysis

The eight statistics for comparison of the algorithms were analyzed with a general linear model (GLM) ANOVA using SAS 9.4 (SAS 2018). In total, there were 216 observations; each tree segmentation algorithm has 72 observations (i.e., 9 plots x 8 point clouds). The analysis assessed tree segmentation algorithms and identified image processing algorithm parameters that had significant effects on forest structure estimation. The variables considered in ANOVA were the parameters defining each point cloud generation (Agisoft and Pix4D) and the three tree segmentation algorithms (i.e., VWF, TrEx, and Watershed). The general equation used for analysis was:

\[ Y = X_1 + X_2 + \epsilon \]

where: \( Y \) - the estimated attributes, such as number of trees/plot or mean tree height/plot. \( X_1 \) is the algorithm with two values for Pix4D and Agisoft, \( X_2 \) is the tree segmentation algorithm with three values for VWF, TrEx, and Watershed Segmentation, the error term is denoted by \( \epsilon \). The parameters defining each algorithm were also assessed with the same general formula. Parameters defining Agisoft were image alignment with two values (high and medium) and dense point quality with two values (high and medium). Similar to Agisoft, Pix4D has two sets of parameters: image scale with two values (original and half) and point density with two values (optimal and low).

Results

The three tree segmentation algorithms that were applied to all point clouds generated
with Agisoft and Pix4D resulted in 216 observations that were statistically analyzed using GLM. The results of the GLM analysis provided strong evidence that image processing algorithms can have significant impacts on forest structure estimation. However, parameters of the image processing algorithms that have significant effects on forest structure estimation varied.

**Assessment of Tree Identifying Algorithms**

Except for number of matched trees and total error of number of trees for Agisoft, all GLMs were significant which generally indicates significant differences among tree segmentation algorithm and image processing algorithm outputs (Table 2).

**Assessment of algorithms identifying trees from Agisoft point clouds**

Variables indicating tree segmentation algorithms and image processing algorithm parameters in Agisoft were added as independent variables in GLM testing. The Agisoft parameters were image alignment (high and medium) and dense point quality (high and medium). Dense point quality parameter and tree segmentation algorithms had a significant effect on omission and commission (Table 3). Nevertheless, all Agisoft image processing algorithm parameters did not significantly affect the number of matched trees and total error of number of trees. In addition, image alignment parameter did not have a significant effect on all four tree identification statistics.

Matched and total error of number of trees were not significantly different between the tree segmentation algorithms and Agisoft parameters although some variation existed (Figure 6). The highest percent number of matched trees (88.82%) was obtained by the Tree Extraction (TrEx) algorithm implemented from a point cloud with the “high” option for both image alignment and dense point quality parameters. The highest percent number of matched trees for Variable Window Filter (VWF) algorithm was 87.26% when implemented from a CHM generated from a point cloud with the “high” option for image alignment parameter and “medium” option for dense point quality parameter. The watershed segmentation algorithm had the highest percent number of matched trees (87.01%) when applied to a point cloud with the “medium” op-

**Table 2** Number of trees and tree height within study plots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>$p$ value</th>
<th>Agisoft</th>
<th>Pix4D</th>
<th>Overall algorithms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omission</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The level of significance: *** $p < 0.0001$.

**Table 3** General linear model of tree identification statistics for Agisoft point clouds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>$p$ value</th>
<th>Image alignment</th>
<th>Dense point quality</th>
<th>Tree segmentation algorithms</th>
<th>Plot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omission</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The level of significance: ** $p < 0.001$, *** $p < 0.0001$.  
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tion for both image alignment and dense point quality parameter.

Omission and commission were significantly affected by dense point quality parameter and tree segmentation algorithms. Hence, variations existed in omission and commission for the combination of algorithms (Figure 6). In terms of omission, VWF performed the best with no omissions when it was implemented in a point cloud with the “high” option for both image alignment and dense point quality parameter, yet it had a 19.63% commission. TrEx had no commission error with the “high” option for image alignment and the “medium” option for dense point quality parameter but had around 20% omission. This demonstrates that an algorithm combination could have low omission with high commission and vice versa.

Assessment of algorithms identifying trees from Pix4D point clouds

Variables indicating tree segmentation algorithms and image processing algorithm parameters in Pix4D were added as independent variables in a GLM. For Pix4D, tree segmentation algorithms had a significant effect on all tree identification statistics (Table 4). The image scale parameter also had a significant impact on all tree identification statistics with the exception of omission. In contrast, point density parameter appeared to have no significant effect.

Variation existed in the percent of matched trees for each combination of tree segmentation and Pix4D image processing algorithm parameters (Figure 7). TrEx outperformed VWF and Watershed Segmentation in the four Pix4D point clouds with percent matched trees between 83.39% and 89.15%. TrEx had the highest percent matched trees when it was implemented in the CHM derived from a Pix4D point cloud with “original” and “optimal” option for image scale and point density parameters, respectively. The high-
est percent matched trees for VWF (63.43%) was also determined in the same parameter configuration. In addition, the highest percent matched trees for watershed segmentation (62%) was obtained with “half” image scale and “low” point density parameters.

Assessment of algorithms identifying trees from overall point clouds

Tree segmentation algorithms (i.e., VWF, TrEx, and Watershed Segmentation) and point cloud generation algorithms (i.e., Agisoft and Pix4D) were added as independent variables in a GLM with tree identification statistics as dependent variables. The results showed that tree segmentation algorithms and point cloud generation algorithms had significant effects on the four tree identification statistics (Table 5).

The three tree segmentation algorithms had similar high percentages of matched trees in Agisoft point clouds and strong consistency with percentages between 83% and 84.61% (Figure 8). In contrast, tree segmentation algorithms did not perform well in identifying trees in the Pix4D point clouds with the exception of TrEx. On average, TrEx achieved 85.51% matched trees when implemented with Pix4D point clouds, while VWF and Watershed Segmentation had percent matched trees lower than 60%.

### Table 4 General linear model of tree identification statistics for Pix4D point clouds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>Image scale</th>
<th>Point density</th>
<th>Tree segmentation algorithms</th>
<th>Plot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omission</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The level of significance: ** p < 0.001, *** p < 0.0001

**Figure 7** Assessment of tree segmentation algorithms in identifying trees with point clouds generated by Pix4D: Variable Window Filter (VWF), Tree Extraction (TrEx), and Watershed Segmentation
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terms of omission and commission, tree segmentation algorithms applied with Agisoft point clouds had relatively balanced omission and commission results between 4% and 12%. For Pix4D point clouds, TrEx performed relatively well but the other two algorithms had considerably high commission errors ranging from 42% to 48%. The good performance of TrEx with both type of point clouds (i.e., Agisoft and Pix4D) indicates a robust algorithm.

Overall, five algorithms and parameter combinations had the highest number of matched trees (Table 6). The column labelled “Algorithm Parameter” in Table 6 contains acronyms of the algorithm parameters used for Agisoft and Pix4D. Pix4D produced the highest percent matched trees, Agisoft claimed the next four spots, but all percentages were within approximately 2% of one another.

Table 5 General linear model of tree identification statistics for overall point clouds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>Point clouds generation algorithms</th>
<th>Tree segmentation algorithms</th>
<th>Plot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omission</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The level of significance: ** p < 0.001, *** p < 0.0001.

Assessment of algorithms estimating tree height

To assess tree height estimation, four statistics were calculated as a percentage: (1) accurate tree height, (2) underestimation of tree height, (3) over estimation of tree height, and (4) total error of tree height. Computed tree heights were considered accurate if the estimation was between ± 10 cm from the manual tree height measurement. Overall, GLM results were significant indicating strong evidence that means of the four tree height estimation statistics were significantly different between tree segmentation and image processing algorithms (Table 7).

Assessment of algorithms estimating tree height from agisoft point clouds

Strong evidence existed that the dense point quality parameter significantly affected tree height estimation (Table 8). Contrarily, tree segmentation algorithms seem to have no significant effect in estimating tree height from Agisoft point clouds. In addition, the image
alignment parameter had a significant effect in overestimation of tree height (P-value: < 0.001), yet did not significantly affect other tree height estimation statistics (Table 8). Interestingly, the plot variable seems to have a significant impact on tree height estimation. Although it is beyond the scope of this study, the significant effect of the sample plots may be due to spatial and structural variation among sample plot areas.

The tree segmentation algorithms appeared to have similar patterns in estimating tree height from Agisoft point clouds (Figure 9). Tree segmentation algorithms implemented in Agisoft point clouds generated with the “high” option for dense point quality had higher percent accurate tree heights with a range from 96.50% to 99.33%. The highest percentage was achieved by VWF with an Agisoft point cloud with the “high” option for both image alignment and dense point quality parameters.

All tree segmentation algorithms had a very small percent underestimation of tree heights when applied with Agisoft point clouds with a “high” dense point quality parameter; the percent underestimation varied from 0.42%

### Table 6 Five algorithms combinations with the highest percent matched trees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm parameter</th>
<th>Matched trees (%)</th>
<th>Point cloud generation algorithm</th>
<th>Tree segmentation algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OO</td>
<td>89.16</td>
<td>Pix4D</td>
<td>TrEx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>88.82</td>
<td>Agisoft</td>
<td>TrEx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>87.63</td>
<td>Agisoft</td>
<td>TrEx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM</td>
<td>87.26</td>
<td>Agisoft</td>
<td>VWF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>87.01</td>
<td>Agisoft</td>
<td>Watershed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * For Agisoft, the letters in column 1 indicate image alignment parameter (i.e., high H or medium M) and dense point quality parameter (i.e., high H or medium H) respectively. For Pix4D, the letters indicate image scale parameter (i.e., original O or half H) and point density parameter (optimal O or low L) respectively.

### Table 7 General linear model of tree height estimation statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>$p$ value</th>
<th>Agisoft</th>
<th>Pix4D</th>
<th>Overall algorithms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accurate tree height</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underestimation of tree height</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overestimation of tree height</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The level of significance: *** $p < 0.0001$.

### Table 8 General linear model of tree height estimation statistics for Agisoft point clouds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>$p$ value</th>
<th>Image alignment</th>
<th>Dense point quality</th>
<th>Tree segmentation algorithms</th>
<th>Plot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accurate tree height</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underestimation of tree height</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overestimation of tree height</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The level of significance: * $p < 0.05$, ** $p < 0.001$, *** $p < 0.0001$. 100
to 1.54%. With the same type of point clouds, the tree segmentation algorithms had relatively small percent overestimations of tree height with a range from 0.10% to 2.19%. As a result, the combination of these tree segmentation and image processing algorithm parameters had relatively small percent total error and high percent accurate tree heights. Moreover, despite demonstrating no height overestimation, the tree segmentation algorithms implemented in Agisoft point clouds generated with the “medium” dense point quality parameter tended to have a relatively high percent height underestimation between 11.22% and 13.23%.

Assessment of algorithms estimating tree height from Pix4D point clouds

The image scale parameter had a significant effect on the four tree height estimation statistics (Table 9). Furthermore, the point density parameter significantly affected all four tree height estimation statistics except for the underestimation of tree height (p value: 0.09). As with the point density parameter, the tree segmentation algorithms also had a significant effect on height estimation except for underestimation. Sample plots also had a significant impact on tree height estimation.

The highest percent accurate tree heights (94.62%) was achieved by the VWF algorithm from a Pix4D point cloud with the “half” image scale and “low” point density parameters (Figure 10). With the same type of point cloud, the Watershed Segmentation and TrEx algorithms obtained almost the same percent accurate tree height (~94.41%). All tree segmentation algorithms resulted in a relatively low percent height underestimation (< 2.1%). However, overestimation varied considerably among the segmentation and processing algorithm parameters (3% to 15%).

Figure 9 Tree height estimation by tree segmentation algorithms with point clouds generated by Agisoft: Variable Window Filter (VWF), Tree Extraction (TrEx), and Watershed Segmentation
Assessment of algorithms estimating tree height from overall point clouds

There is strong evidence that point clouds generation algorithms and sample plots had a significant impact on tree height estimation (Table 10). Contrarily, tree segmentation algorithm choice did not significantly affect tree height estimation. In general, all the tree segmentation algorithms had relatively similar high percent accurate tree height in Agisoft point clouds (~93%). The highest percent accurate tree height for Pix4D (91.46%) was achieved by the VWF algorithm. Watershed segmentation and TrEx algorithms had 89.98% and 89.02% accurate tree height respectively for Pix4D. Regarding underestimation and overestimation of the tree height, the tree segmentations algorithms performed differently with Agisoft and Pix4D point clouds. The tree segmentation algorithms tended to have a higher percent underestimation of tree height with Agisoft point clouds of around 7%, yet they had a low percent overestimation of less than 1%. For comparison, tree height segmentation algorithms had a higher percent overestimation when implemented in

Table 9 General linear model of tree height estimation statistics for Pix4D point clouds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>$p$ value</th>
<th>Image scale</th>
<th>Point density</th>
<th>Tree segmentation algorithms</th>
<th>Plot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accurate tree height</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underestimation of tree height</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overestimation of tree height</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The level of significance: * $p < 0.05$, *** $p < 0.0001$.  

Figure 10 Tree height estimation by tree segmentation algorithms with point clouds generated by Pix4D: Variable Window Filter (VWF), Tree Extraction (TrEx), and Watershed Segmentation
Pix4D point clouds with percent overestimation between 8% and 11%. However, they had a relatively low percent underestimation of tree height of less than 1%.

The five algorithm combinations that had the highest percent accurate tree height were all created with Agisoft generated point clouds (Table 11). All three tree height estimating algorithms were represented in the top five.

**Discussion**

**Tree identification**

In general, except for the number of matched trees and total error of number of trees from Agisoft point clouds, there is strong evidence that image processing algorithms and tree segmentation algorithms have a significant effect on forest structure estimation (Table 2). Using a LiDAR dataset, Edson & Wing (2011) and Kaartinen et al. (2012) also found that different tree segmentation algorithms can have different results in estimating number of trees.

Particularly for Agisoft point clouds, there were variations of percent matched trees and total error of the number of trees (Figure 6). However, tree segmentation and image processing algorithm parameters did not have a significant effect on the percent of matched trees or total error of tree numbers (Table 3). For the tree segmentation algorithms, the percent matched trees achieved with Agisoft point clouds was consistent and ranged from 83% to 85%. Edson & Wing (2011) examined a LiDAR dataset and obtained noticeably different results between Watershed Segmentation and TreeVaW which is similar to the VWF algorithm. In their study, Watershed Segmentation and TreeVaW achieved 93% and 59% number of matched trees, respectively.

In terms of omission and commission, however, dense point quality and tree segmentation algorithms do appear as significant effects for Agisoft (Table 3). This is likely because a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10 General linear model of tree height estimation statistics for overall point clouds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accurate tree height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underestimation of tree height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overestimation of tree height</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The level of significance: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.001, *** p < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11 General linear model of tree height estimation statistics for overall point clouds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm* Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * For Agisoft, the letters indicate image alignment parameter (i.e., high (H) or medium (M)) and dense point quality parameter (i.e., high H or medium H) respectively. For Pix4D, the letters indicate image scale parameter (i.e., original O or half H) and point density parameter (optimal O or low L) respectively.
combination of tree segmentation and data processing algorithm that produces high omission errors will also tend to have low commission errors and vice versa (Figure 6).

For Pix4D, image scale parameter and tree segmentation algorithms significantly affected the number of matched trees (Table 4). There was a noticeable difference in the percent number of matched trees between the three tree segmentation algorithms (Figure 7). Among the tree segmentation algorithms, only TrEx performed relatively well with Pix4D point clouds. While both VWF and Watershed Segmentation algorithms obtained percent matched trees below 64%, most of the errors were commission. This was an interesting finding, since VWF, Watershed Segmentation, and TrEx all had relatively equal high percent matched trees in Agisoft point clouds. This could be a consequence of the high level of detail captured in Pix4D point clouds. When a point cloud captures enhanced details of an individual tree, the digital tree structure may result in branches that are identifiable and distinguished from the main stem potentially leading to an erroneously identified tree (i.e. commission error). Enhanced point cloud detail could potentially be advantageous if the tree segmentation algorithm were robust and adjustable with the stand characteristics as demonstrated by the TrEx algorithm. Otherwise, a high commission error by a tree segmentation algorithm may result.

When all the observations from Agisoft and Pix4D were combined and analyzed using a GLM, we found that image processing algorithms used by Agisoft and Pix4D have significant effects on tree identification (Table 5). The different image processing algorithms implemented in Agisoft and Pix4D led to a significantly different number of estimated trees. This demonstrated that Agisoft point clouds captured sufficient detail to allow tree segmentation algorithms to identify trees. In addition, based on visual observation, Agisoft seems to simplify the shape of the trees to look like cones which likely makes it easier for a tree segmentation algorithm to identify the trees. While Pix4D point clouds seem to have greater detail in representing trees, this enhanced detail potentially leads to greater error depending on the segmentation algorithm.

Besides image processing algorithms, tree segmentation algorithm choice had an important role in tree identification (Table 5). In general, we found that Agisoft performed admirably as all tree segmentation algorithms tested had a high percent number of matched trees. For tree segmentation algorithms, TrEx appeared to perform most strongly as it had consistent and high percent number of matched trees with both Agisoft and Pix4D point clouds.

**Tree height estimation**

In general, GLM results found significant differences in tree height estimation between different tree segmentation and data processing algorithm parameters. For Agisoft parameters, only the dense point quality parameter appeared to have a significant effect on the percentage of matched trees (Table 7). This emphasizes that quality or the density of the point cloud significantly affects tree height estimation. For Agisoft point clouds, the highest percent accurate tree height was achieved by the VWF when implemented on a point cloud generated with the “high” option for image alignment and dense point quality. Wallace et al. (2016) also used this combination and found that forest structure estimation from photogrammetric point clouds was comparable to LiDAR point clouds.

For Pix4D, the VWF achieved the highest accuracy when implemented with a “half” image scale and “low” point density (Table 8). This demonstrates that increasing the quality of image scale parameter from “half” to “original” and point density parameter from “low” to “optimal” does not necessarily result in higher tree height accuracies.
Nevertheless, the tree segmentation algorithms seemed to have relatively consistent results in estimating tree height from Agisoft and Pix4D point clouds. The percent accurate tree height ranged from 86% to 99% for Agisoft and 85% to 95% for Pix4D.

**Conclusions**

We assessed the sensitivity of forest structure estimation to UAS-based image processing algorithms. For comparison, different image processing algorithm parameters from Agisoft and Pix4D were used to generate point clouds. In addition, the performance of tree segmentation algorithms (i.e., Variable Window Filter (VWF), Tree Extraction (TrEx), and Watershed Segmentation) implemented in different image processing algorithms was also evaluated in this study.

In general, the type of image processing algorithms and tree segmentation algorithms appeared to have a significant effect on tree identification. For Agisoft, however, the image processing algorithm parameters and tree segmentation algorithms used in this study appeared to have no significant effect on the percent number of matched trees. All three tree segmentation algorithms achieved a relatively high percentage of matched trees from Agisoft point clouds. This likely resulted from high quality and high density of the Agisoft point clouds produced in this study. In addition, based on visual observation, the shape of the trees represented in the Agisoft point clouds seem to be simplified into a shape that approximates a cone, which likely makes it easier for a tree segmentation algorithm to identify the trees. In contrast, Pix4D represents trees in a less regular and more diverse digital shape. However, in terms of omission and commission for Agisoft, the dense point quality parameter and tree segmentation algorithms had significant effects that resulted in some variation for omission and commission errors.

The Pix4D image scale parameter and tree segmentation algorithms significantly affected the number of matched trees. Interestingly, from the three segmentation algorithms used in this study, only TrEx had a relatively high percent number of matched trees from Pix4D point clouds. This might happen as a result of the highly detailed representation of trees that were captured by Pix4D. A detailed representation of the trees would be an advantage if the tree segmentation algorithm was robust and adjustable with the stand structure and dataset. Otherwise, the tree segmentation algorithm could misidentify an individual tree as multiple trees (commission error).

For tree height estimation, in general, there is strong evidence that image processing algorithms have significant effects. However, tree segmentation algorithms do not significantly affect tree height estimation. For Agisoft, the dense point quality parameter appeared to have a significant effect. The higher quality and higher density of the Agisoft point clouds resulted in a higher percent accurate tree height. For Pix4D, the image scale and point density parameters significantly affected tree height estimation. However, based on the parameters that were used in this study, using higher quality for image scale and point density does not necessarily increase percent accurate tree height since the highest percentage was achieved by variable window filter (VWF) algorithm that was implemented in a CHM derived from a Pix4D point cloud generated with “half” image scale and “low” point density.

It is important to choose an adequate data processing algorithm when estimating forest structure from high resolution remotely sensed data such as that typically collected by a UAS. Using a robust and adjustable tree segmentation algorithm is also recommended to achieve preferred results in forest structure estimation. This study also recommends some combinations of tree segmentation and data processing algorithms that relatively performed well in identifying trees and estimating tree height.
(Table 5 and Table 10). However, this study is limited to coniferous trees which are relatively easier to identify when compared to deciduous trees. To fully understand the effect of image processing algorithms and tree segmentation algorithms on forest structure estimation, it is recommended that future studies examine more image processing algorithm parameters and tree segmentation algorithms in a broad assortment of forests, including coniferous, deciduous, and mixed forests.
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